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An attempt has been made to design more satisfactory
thiok suotion
aerofoile
than have hitherto been obtained with the exlot method.
Methods
have been developed for representing more closely the physical aonditi?ns
corresponding to en abrupt velocity fall with suction at a slot, and less
severe types of volooity
fall have e&o been considered.
Experiments are
needed to decide which is the best method of improvement and to olarify
the
difficulties
enoountered with the original
exact theory shapes.
I.

Introduction

In wind-tunnel tests on GUS II sndGI&!C III shapes c?csigned by
exact theory, the suotion quantities
required to pre
oonsiderably larger then estimated theoretical
values
GIAS II aerofoil
unstable aonditions were found in which separation oaourred
intermittently~
On the other hand, the 3C@symmetrical Griffith
aerofoil
desig,neC: by approximate theory and the Australian
e ;r$mentalmodifioation
.
of the GUS II shaps both worked reasonably well.3* “E
The exact theory sections were designed to have a large
discogtinuous fall in velooity at the intended position for the suotion
sni: the surface curvatures in that vicinity
are large silloe the
slot,
theoretioal
shape approximates to a logarithmic
spiral.
The need for
large suotion quentlties
end the instability
enoountered with GL&3 II
suggest that the f’lov~ has dlffinulty
in surmounting a large abrupt pressure
rise (even with boundary layer suation) without separating from the highly
owed /

*
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-2ounred surface. 1 For s complete understanc?mg of thus ctifficulty,
fun&manta
research on the behaviour of the boundary layer undcjr such conditions
is required.
AS a preljdnary,
sn nttonpt h.?.sboen me~?~o
ts deslen more
satisfactory exact theory shakos, by seeking t3 represent more closely the
physical conditions correspondmg to nn rbrupt vdocity fall wth suction at
a slot, Or by specifying instee e type -f velocity fall which cxperlence
suggests should be easier to achieve m ~ractlcti,
2.

OutLine of Thooreticzl Methods

Two distinct nethods for rcprcsenting morti closely the physicd
In the first method, the
conditions at the slot have bed? investigctod.
sink effect dw to suctirn 1s token into account and the slot shcpe worked
out with the rest of the acr3fozl by following e suggestion by Glauer& (19479.
Essentially,
a sLnlc of the requwod strength is ossumec?tolie at the point
from which the aerofod is transformed., so as to
8 = p on the unit circle
but the design velocity
correspond to e suotiun slot on tho norofoll;
distrlbutlon
is specified to be finite m-d oontlnuzus tverywhcre m order to
provide a s ot of finite width on the eeFofoi1.
fi second met$od,
suycyted
by Griffith 4 (1948) rind already applied to ?Sfusers by Howell (1948 3 1s
to &sign for the stresmlme which has a repid oontinuws fall in velocity
(over a d?lstance crarpzrble with the slot wdth) to the stagnation point
at the intcded positj.,jn for the rear lip of the slot.
The aerofoll
ordinates upstream of the slot are then as,,c wed to be obtained: by removing
the boundary-layer 2ispl;cmnt
thwlrless slang the inwardly drswn normal
of the calculated shese.
The alternhtlve approach, whzch frcm praotical experience seems
beneficial,
is t3 make the velocity decrease continuously wer a small
oxbent of surface9 snd thereby both spread the pressure rise ena reduce
In this connection, It hos been
the surface curvatures In that vicinity.
t uctive to consider the chcracteristics
of the 3@ Griffith
ggo$
E end the kustralian modification of the GLAS115 in the general
discussion of $j 5.
The math~ntical treatment for the first method (inclusion Of
sink effect)& given in @3, end that for the ranaining methods (which
ignore sink effect) in &4.

3. /

/L The surface ourvatures rind the severity of the velcdty fall increase
markedly with inoreaslng thickness-chord ratio end cember; the
r&ii of curvature of the surface nay become owparable with the
boundary-layer thiakness.
x This does not oonpletely fix the slot entry shap: which must be chosen
so that the stognatlon point on the rear lip remains in the correct
position.
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3.

Theoretxal

Trsatncnt for the InoluslDn of Sink Effect

and Slot Shape

The symbol h
nil1 be used to denote the velocity over the
aerofdl surf&e, for unxt strew3 velocity, at inclC.cnce a with P sink of
strength C&m at the paint corresponding to 8 = p on tho unit circld
By consi&ring the corrosponctig flow pr\st tho unit circle, it can quickly
be shown that

If the stagnation point behind the sink is at

0 5 p - Y, we then have

I3 = 4 cm 5 (p-Y-2u) sin 4 p sin 4 Y ,

sin 4 (e-ptr) 00s 4 (e-Y-2a)
%d%o

-_-----------__----------Isin & (e-p) 00s &a

=

.*.(3,1)

,

..+(3.29

The problem is considerably simplified if the sink strength is assuned to be
adJusted 80 that Y rfsnains constant ES a is varied, in which case
%lid%

= ' cm & (a-Y-24/

The design velocity
in the fern

1% 9cnl =

00s $ (e-Y)/

distributicm

.

. ..(3.3)

can then be conveniently spcoified

log ( ~09 &(a-Y}/ 009 %(e-Y-2al)I

, alta2tY <e<wayca2+Y

t log) ~09 &ta-u)/

,

1

cos &3-y-2az)(

+S

ntaqta2tY<e<

2w+l+a2tY

0<0<2Tc
. ..(3.4)

where S takes the values

log %qn'

log %2m over the upper desim

al+a2t~ <e<~+~.+~~+‘f and the lower design surface
&n+cyta2+Y respectively.
Equdion (3.2) with a = 0
gives the further relation
surface

n+cytuz+Ke<

---------------------------------------

Y Measured fraa the no-lift

attitude

corresponding to zero sink strength.

-4A typioal thick cmbcred section of the GUS II type is then
given

by

Se

1
i

i

Q< 8

(2%

t (7Ltaj+a2+Y4) cot 3 (a1 -q) )

wa1+a2tY- &<0<7C+qta2+y

+b

,

FfQ<71 twa2+Y-&

t o(sinB - sin p?)

,

p-r<e<

- j (oosB- CO86)

I

2n - 6<$< 21t

- j (I - oos S) - k

t

0 x0<

+ & k P6 (0 )

,

[Trailing

Bar oontinuity
b

of
I

log (4xn at

E. cot 6

8 = ntalta2+Y-E

(q-4

p

. ..(3.6)

P
edge tern]

and

= c (sin p-sin p)

8 E fit WChave

- j (1-00s S> - k, . ..(3.7)

and then the velocity distributin
is cmtinuous everywhere., It will be
observed that the tern c(sinB- sin m)
produces a velocity rising
continuously from tho rear lip of the slot entry at B e B-Y into the slot
at a I (30 With this sin&c expression the rear lip takes the form of a
cusp as there is a non-zero velocity there on the nerofoll contour.
It would
yt bo difficult
to modify (3.6) in or 13
or to obtain a stag?m.tion point at
= p-Y on the aerofcil and a rear lip of small radius, but this would
probably not differ much from the cusped shape. k well-rounded rear lip
could probably be obtained by the introduction of further tams into (3.6),
but the nmeriaal ccmputation of the aerofoil shape wculd become extremely
involved and lengthy.
The formulae for the acrofoil
x

= J(2 sine /qooj COPx de, y

coordinates (x,y)

are

=

. ..(3.89
s (2 sinQ/qoo~ sin xd9,
where X (0) = (l/B
P -7c log q,,(t) oot & (8-t) dt
is the Fourier
oonjtqate of log qo,(8 1s.
The function log qoo must satisfy the relations
sined8 = 0
. ..(3.9)
and the pitching moment coefficient

%o =

at zero-lift

(-4/Od2.2,
[‘” log qoo sin 29 dB

without suction is
. ..(3.13)

VO

where cd is the dcsqn chord which takes a value between 3 and4.
The contributions of the separate terns of log so
to the conjugete
X
and to the integrals (3.9) and (3.iC), can nostly be written down immediately
from the formulae listed in tLppendix I of Ref. 6, but a fern additional
formulae are listed in the Appendix to the present paper.
Vhen ai, a2, pp
Y, 6 end E are nssignedt the constents 1, bt o, j and k are given
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by the relations (3.7) and (3.9).
The value of Y is chosen to yield the
required value of C = a&~~
at some assigned incidancel and 8
is chosen to give a 9easonable value for C&o - usually of negligible
magnitude.
The design can then be ocmpleted following the usual procedure
In the integretion to obtain tha aerofoil shape, it
described in Ref.6.
is necessary to check, not that the contour closes up, but that there is a
slot entry of a width equal to GQ/s, (e=@) of the chord,
&.

Theoretical

Treatment &thout

Sink effeot

Whensink effect is ignored the design vslocity
be specified in the more usual fom
m

s,

log

=

1 *OS 3e/cos

(&l-cq)~

+log ) co* $3/ 00s ($8 -a2)/
i ts

vrhere S takes the values

distribution

,

qta2

#

lL+qta2(0< n+al+a2

oar,

<e<w,ta2

. ..(4.1)

0<8<27l

#
log qaie log k2

over the upper surfaoe

~~1+e,2<8<%ca~+a;!ancl the lower surface ~ta~+a2<~Qx+~+a2 respeotively,
For the purpose of illustration,
we shall consider velocity distributions
for smetrical
suction nerofoils of the GI&l' III type.
The ori@nalGLkT
s

P

III

shape has simply

1

,

0 <B<Tc

+Kg

3

7x- 2

t

o&

i -k

a2 = - a.2 e a

and

<B<n

. ..(4.2)

,

oontinued as an oven function of8 ; 8 .pp is the position of the
discontmuity~
1 and k are constants, and
is a term introducedmerely
to increase the nose-radius of the section (see
of Rof.6.).
The replaoement of tne k tern in (4.2) by the term

1,t-00 (cos@
(case-cos
- 00.3
m ,t
(3)

*..(4.3)

0 4 80<4FJ
@w-Y

spreads the velocity fall evenly over the extent of surf&e
The inolusion of a further term
h log Iton & (O-ptY) ] - h log tan 4 Y t

p-2Yt04

pwY<CS<~.
p

..,0+04)

provides a design velocity distribution falling rapidly (Y snail) from
B = @ to a stagnation point at 0 = p-Y and then rising again as far as
8 pm*.
It

/

It can readily be shown that
h must in general Lie between
and that the se&ion shape will then have a discontinuity
of
slope of its tangent at the stagnation saint, i.e. there will
bend with exterior
angle hn.

Q and I,’
hm in the
be en snglsd-

The usual Fourier relations
- equation (3.9) with
log s,
replacing
log qoo - give the aonstants
1 and e when the values of
a? PI y, and h (if inoludod) are assigned.
The design oen than be
completed by the procedure reoommended in Ref.&
When the term involving
h is included3 the mtagrands III the relations
of the type (3.8) for x
and y have an infinity
at 63 q 2 due to the zero in qot
Nevertheless,
provided
B< h <I,” the integrals
are oomrergent and can be evaluated by
representing
the integrands within R narrow range about the infinity
by
simple integrable
f’unotions to whioh they are asymptotia as 8+ $‘
5

Apnlications

GUS II with

sink

and General Disoussion
effect

and sJ.0: shape

The original
-bared
Z&S II seoticn wzs design by Glauert’
(1947)
and has been tested both at the Xj.l?,L. and in Australia.
A modifiaation
designed to include sink effeot and a slot IS shown in Fig, la, and the
corresponding velooity
distributkon
is glvcn in Fig. lb.*
For s impliorty
in the theoretical
design, the rear lip has been given the form of a ouep,
and a rather large
CQ of 0.009 has been assune&
In praotioe,
the ousp
would have to be rounded off,
A well-round&
rear 1~p could probably be
dosigned for, but the numerioal work would beoome extremely lengthy and
involve b
It is seen in Fig.la
that the sides of the slot approach
asymptotically
to the sane direotion at a constantwidth
apart.
The
severe curvatures of the original
section are somewhat reduood owing to a
paring away of the front shoulder and a filling-in
of the concavity behind)
but the relative
magnitudes of the paring away and fillmg-in
are not obvious
beoause the slot position
is slightly
altered.
The magnitude of the
modifications
would of ooursc have been less if n smaller value of OQ
(corresponding
to transition
et the slot) had been used.
It should be nentioned “hat the modifioation
of GLAS II obtained
theoretically
by Hurley end Hurst 3 (1946)~ nsmely a slight paring away of
the shoulder, was obtained by approximate oaloulations
using a velocity
distribution
with a disoontinuity
instead of a ragid but continuous fall
as prescribed here5 this led to a slot whose sides were asymbtotio to
a pair of concentric &roles.
The mathematical
treatment of the problem
was also somewhat different
frcm that develogad at the NS?.L,
Australian/

*

If

h need onlylj~
j3 is an integral multiple
ofn:t
Tp-e;T$y,
with
p P 0, we obtain a trailing-edge

+ g thioker and more highly osmbered sections
applications
in mind, is shown in Fig.2*

between 0
angle of

designed with

high-lift

and 2.

Australian

experimental modifioetion

of GLASII

The Australians pared nway extcnswely
the shoulder of the original
GIAS II profile ahead of the position of the velocity discontinuity in order
to remove the severe curvatures in that viainity (see Fig. la), and as a
result the velocity fall beoameevenly spread over a region beginning about
O,Q,& ahead of the original discontinuity.
With suctipn at three slots in
this region, the nodified
section
worked satisfaatorilyJ?
Section shapes with
a velocity fell of this type can readily be designed (ignoring sink effect)by the exact nethod (see &) or by Gold&cm's approxlriate theory.
Experimental results

for 3C$ Griffith

seotio$r

4

This symmetrical seotion was designed by Goldstein's approximate
theory to have an abrupt velooity fall at 0.80 from the loading edge* and
has slight adverse velwity
gradients beginning about 0.10 ahead of this
position.
The surface curvatures in the vioinity of the slot are
oonsewently rather less severe than would have been obttaimd if the section
had been designed to have a single discontinuous all in velocity by exaot
theory.
In tests at a Reynolds number of 3 x IfA E, transition occurred just
in front of the slot because of the adverse gradients there9 and the
experimental 0~ values agreed well troth the oorrespondi g theoretioal
estimates.
However, at a lower Reynolds nunbar of IX 10 i3P oonsiderably
higher swtion quantities were needed be4e1.m
of the ocourrenoe of lamonar
separation instead of transition.
GLATILI shapes
The original

GUT IlI. symnetrioal shape was designed by Glauertg

(1947) and has reoently been tasted at the R.A*E.
Two mcdified shapes
ard sham in Fig. 3ar one with the velooity decreasing rapidly to a

stagnation point et the intended position for the rear lip of the slot
(as suggested by GrlffithT),
and the other with the velooity felling
steadily over a small extent of surfaGe (instead of disaontinuously as
in the original shape), where in both oases the velocity fall is assumedto
The first
take plaoc over a rdistanoa comparable with the slot width**
modifioation is marked because of the angied bendwhwblohoorresponds to the
required stagnation point.
The second modification exhibits a slight
reduotion in surface ounraturzs but this would probably be insignifzeant
in practise5 a muohmore widely spread fall would be necessary to effect an
apprsuiable change in shape. It should be sainted out that the general
thinning and thickening obtained with the first and seoondmodifiaations
respeotively are partly associated with the ohanges in the ahordirise
location of the velocity fall,

Y In order to simplify the oomputations, the slot width was assuned to
be somewhatlarger than would be required for removal of a Laminar
boundary-layer.

-%-

6,. Oonolusions
The Australian tests have shown that shapes with the velocity fall
spread evenly over an appreciable extent of surfaoe (in vrhioh case large
surface ourvatures are simultaneously avoid& are likely to work satlsfaotorily,
provided several suction slots* are employed over the region of adverse velocity
The possibility
of estimatvlg theoretically
the number snd
gradient.
spacing of the suction slots required is being examined by the present writer.
It is important, howvor, to csoertaln whether the need for several
For exmnpleB the 3% symmetrical Griffith
aerofoil,
slots can be avoided.
with a slight adverse velocity gradient promoting transition ahead of the slot
and with the remaining fall in velocity effectively sproad aoross the
slot width, has mrkea reasonably '~7~11~ Moreover, it is possible that an
abrupt pressure rise can be more easily surmounted mith the aid of suction
if the boundary layer becomes turbulent just before reaching the slot than
if it remains lominar the whole way.
The inclusion of sink effect and slot shape in the design should
lead to some improvement, though the ohsnge in shape may not be significant
An alternative method of representing
if the assumed CQ is very small.
more olosely the physical conditions at the slot, namely by designing for
the stagnation streamline on the rear lip, also affords Interesting
possibilities,
Experiments &lo&scan decide the relative
methods of design.

merits of these various

Ackna-rledsement. Tho writer isindebted toMiss E. M. LowI Miss C. EA.Tracy
and Miss L. M. Esson for their assistsnoo with the computational work and
preparation of diagrems for this papcr.

*

Or possibly distributed

suction through porous aroas.
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List of Additionel Gon.iwates
2X in

9

The Fourier oonjugatc fumtion of a function
is given by Poisson's integral
ae

P(0) with periodioity

J Xrw oot $ (s-QQ a$J,
4
The following integrals, which oorrespmnd to the first five constants in the
Fourier series for f(S), are else required in acrofoil design.
Tc
f(9)
{I, 008 9, sin 9, 008 2 8, sin 29) a0
{A,B,c,D,E 1 =
-71
s
A few sclditions to the list of oonjugates and comet&Ms given in Appendix I
The terns of G mcJ.osed in sqmre
of Ref. 6 will non be tabulate&
brsokets are c&y of interest for a d.eteBnination of the m-lift
angle.
G(s)

= (Vzn)

logI 00s &- (S-y)/ooa & (O-Y-29)]

1.

for q+a2+Y <$<n +al+a2+Y

--~~~
+ log1

008 & (S-Y)/

00s 3 (o-Yc24

for 7cta~+apY<s< 27c+at+a2+Y

_c--.

c E: FItan dty -4 tan & Q“+2-y) 1 + r &+aa)l
A I

-271{X(aq-a2) + x (76%;ul)

B P (2 sin a, 008 (qtv)
+ &in

- x(n)~

- 2 sin a.2 008 (qtr)]

log oot 4 (q-2)

a, sin (a,tY) t sin a2 sin (a2tY)j

0 e I2 sin al sb kL1tY) - 2 sin a2 sin (a2+Y)1 log oot & &,"2)
- q sin a, CO8(o&
DC

2 sin (9-2)

008 2 (a,tapY)

t sin 2a2 sin 2 (oq+Y)}
--&n

t sin

a2

008 (apY)j

" ~ll{Ein

29 sin 2 (aq+Y)

- { sin 29 00s 2 (a,+Y)

2a2 00s 2 (u2tY)) log cot & (y-X2)

E P 2 sin (q-q)

sin 2 (cqta@Y) t &rc{sin 29 00s 2 (CqtY)

t sin 2 a2 005 2 (apY)j
- sjn 2a2 sin 2 (u2tY))

- {sin 2aq sin 2 (q+Y)
log oot & (aj-z2)
2. /

- 10 -

2.

log I{ sink

(@-PI CO8aq/sin

$ @&Y)

008 4 co-q

G 5 0
A = 0
B e 4% sin 3 Y 005 4 (p-u) sin 4 p
0 5 - 476 sin $ Y 00s 4 (p-r)
D

00s ; p

271sin Y sin (P-Y) 005 p

q

E E 2a sin Y sin (P-Y) sin p
3.

G

008 (0-h) for h CWp

5

I”&
---

sin

(0-h)

00s (0-h:
t w----e-

n

2%

A

Bin $ (Q-p)

II

- 00s (p-h)] )
J

P ai.0 (Y-h)
I

B I

a

I sin 8 (Q-h)
j -..---..---,

1

r1
!lm
.

t

log

=

4-

I2

1
-

i z(px)

W.-h) cos h + sin (211-x) - sill h )

cos (2ph) + 00.3h 1

sinh-

4
D

I

1
- {sin
6

E

=

:;

4.

f

(3P-h) t 3 sin (pth: - 4 sin 2 h)

- 00s (3p-h)

009 (0 -p)

- 3 00s (gtX) t 4 00s 2X]

for h <@<k

1forEyN8<2n

- 11 -

A P sin (ph)
1

B E 4 i2bxl

COSlJ.t sin (p-2x) t sinyf

c

I
e ;; {2(P-h) sinp

D

=

1
6

{sin

+ co9 (p-21) - cos p)

(p-3X) - 3 sin

(ptx)

I
E = 6
- {cos (p-3x) t 3 CO8(px)

2pt

3 sin 2/L)

- cos 2p- 3 00s 2pj

log 1tsn 3 (O-5) 1 for C-Y<@<< +Y

5.

A

+ sin

e

-271 {X(Y) + x (71-Y) - x (7L))

B = 2 coa< (sin Y log tan g Y - Y)
c

q

D I

2 sin{

(sin Y log tan a Y - Y)

00s 2 15 (sin 2 Y log tea & Y - 2 sin Y)

E = sin2t;(sin2Ylogtan+Y-2sinY)
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